
Chapter III 

Marsball Swain and the Causal Account of Knowledge: 

Statement and Appraisal 

I 

The causal theory of knowledge is further developed by Marshall Swain. 1 Swain's 

theory is intended, in part, as an improvement on Goldman's early proposal in which a 

causal connection between states of affairs and beliefs is required for knowledge. 2 We 

may say that Marshall Swain's theory is a successor to Goldman's causal theory of 

knowing . Like Goldman, Swain too delimits his enquiry to empirical knowledge, but 

unlike his predecessor he clearly says that he confines it further to an analysis of the 

concept of primary non-basic knowledge- knowledge of specific events and states of 

affairs in the world, for example, "There is a table in front of me", "The house is on 

fire", "A football is larger than a marble", etc. That is to say, Swain wishes his analysis 

to cover all cases of empirical knowledgt;l. 

Like a number of contemporary epistemologists, Swain begins with Gettier's 

l.mportant paper, "Is Justified True Belief Knowledge?" and attempts to repair the 

defmition. According to hiin, "One way of characterising the defect [pointed out by 

Gettier] is to say that even though the justification involved is sufficiently strong to 
0 0 

rend~r the proposition evident, the justification nevertheless is defeated by some 

special counter evidence." 3 Let us state the defmition of non-basic knowledge as 

conceived by Swain. 

(K) S has non-basic knowledge that p if and only if 
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(i) p is true; 

(ii) S believes that p; 

(iii) S' s justification renders p evident for S and 

· (iv) there is no special counter evidence q such that q defeats justification. 

Keeping in mind the area of primary non-basic knowledge, Swain attempts to 

clarify condition (iv) of definition (K) saying "I shall argue that with respect to 

primary non-basic knowledge defeasibility condition can be replaced by conditions 

·that refer to facts about the causal connections that obtain between a man's evidential 

beliefs· and the events or states of affairs about which he has knowledge. "4 

He constructs a counter-example of the Gettier-type. Suppose that S is looking 

into a field, and in the distance he sees an object that has the shape of a sheep. In 

addition to this visual experience he has olfactory and auditory stimulations of there 

· being a sheep in the field. On the basis of this evidence he comes to believe truly that 

there is a sheep in the field, but in some far corner where S cannot see it. What S 

actually sees is a cement replica of the sheep. "Thus, S has a true belief that there is a 

·sheep in the field and his justification renders this evident for him. Yet, S does not 

know that there is a sheep in the field, for his justification is defective. In the case at 

hand, there is some special counter-evidence q namely, 'S does not see a sheep, but 

rather a cement replica of one; such that q defeats the justification of p. Hence, 

condition (iv) of (K) is not satisfied-a desired result."5 So he COJ:?plains that the 

defeasibility analysis is not very illuminating. 

The condition (iv) could be replaced by a causal condition which can be 

formulated as follows: 
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(iva) The causal chain leading to S's belief in e contains the event or state of 

affairs referred to by p. 

Here 'e' refers to that portion of S''s total body of evidence (E) that is 

immediately relevant to the justification of p. In the particular examp"te under 

consideration S's belief that e, he seems to see a sheep in the field, is caused by his 

seeing a cement replica of a sheep and not by the real sheep in the field. The fact that 

there is a sheep in the field plays no role in the causal chain leading to his belief that e. 

In any case, S does not know that there is a sheep in the field. "That there is some 

special defeating counterevidence can be explained in terms of the lack of a causal 

chain connecting S' s belief that e with the state of affairs referred to by p". 6 Thus, 
. . 

Swain starts with a full-fledged causal analysis of knowledge, and a little further on he 

suggests a condition amalgamating both defeasibility and causality or we can say that 

he suggests an interpretation of defeasibility of justification in terms of causality. Let 

us consider the case proposed by Swain (changing only the name of the protagonist): 

Suppose that Smith has wired up a detonator box to a charge of TNT 

to blast a hole on the mountain side. He has checked the wiring, the 

batteries and the TNT carefully; he sets the timer, moves .to a safe 

distance and waits for the explosion that he knows will occur. Before 

the occurrence of the explosion, it seems clear that Smith can be said 

to know it ·will occur, and even when it will occur. However, the 

above conditions of knowledge, with condition (iva) replacing (iv), 

are not satisfied, because the event referred to by p (the future 

explosion) is not a member of the causal chain leading to Smith's · 

evidential beliefs. It could hardly be so, since it has not occurred yet.7 
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The situation Swain exemplifies is a situation where one is said to know what is 

yet to occur. The yet unoccured event cannot surely be a member of the causal chain 

leading to one's evidential belief To amend this incongruity, he accepts the suggestion 

of Goldman that the event and the evidential belief need not stand in a direct causal 

connection. It is enough that the beliefs and the state-of-affairs belong to an 

appropriate causal chain. Accordingly, Swain revises condition (iva) in the following 

way: 

(ivb) The causal chain leading from S' s belief in e either 

(1) contains the events and state of affairs referred to by p., or (2) contains some 

other event that is also a member ofthe causal chain leading to the occurrence of 

. 8 
the event referred to by p. 

Referring to the replacement of (iva) by (ivb) Swain says: " ... ·[It) will allow us 

to say that S knows that the explosion will occur in this example. The resulting 

conditions are similar in some respects to the causal theory of knowledge put forward 

by Alvin Goldman".9 The two. basic causal chains, distinguished by Goldman, that 

enter into the causal situation are claimed by Swain to correspond to parts (1) and (2) 

of condition (vb ). 

Now, this revised condition incorporating a clear causal connection between a 

chain of events that caused Smith to have his evidential beliefs and the occurrence of 

the explosion, is also not free from defects. In fact Brown Skyrms10 has raised an· 

objection against analyses that involve clauses formulated in the manner of (ivb). Here 

is his counterexample. Suppose while walking down the street, I find a man lying in 

the gutter, his head severed from his body. On the basis of this I come to believe that 

the man is in fact dead. Moreover, from the belief which is evident I can be said to 
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believe that the man is dead. But there may not be any causal connection between the 

fact which makes my belief true and the belief itself or my reasons for having the 

belief. It may be imagined that the man d!ed actually by heart attack and fell into a 

gutter. After that a demented man came along and severed his head. The man was 

found in that condition by me. So, the force of this counterexample is that "condition 

(ivb) above is not satisfied because there is no event in the causal chain leading to your 

belief that his head has been severed from his body". 11 

Swain's understariding of this example, however, is· different. He points out that 

severing the man's head from his body, though not the actual cause, is causally 

sufficient for his death. He does this by pointing to a counterfactual situation - a 

situation which is often invoked in understanding causation. He explains that "had this 

unfortunate inan not died of a heart attack and had his head been severed from his 

body an)'lvay, then he would (still) be dead." 12 In order to al~ow for knowledge in 

situations ·of this sort Swain revises the causal condition. Over and above the three 

usual conditions of knowledge that p, he adds the revised fourth condition replacl.ng 

(ivb) in the following manner: 

(ivc) The causal chain leading to S's belief that e either (1) contains the event or 

state of affairs referred to by p, or (2) contains some other event or state of affairs 

that is causally sufficient for the occurrence of the event referred to by p. 

swain, however, observes that-(ivc) is not able to forestall cases which bear the 

structure of Skyrms' example. So far our empirical knowledge is concerned, in many 

cases, it is dependent upon the presence or lack of a causal connection between events 

that the knower has experienced, and through which he had gained certain crucial 

evidential beliefs, and the events which he is said to have knowledge. These cases are 
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·cases in which the causal connections are straightforward. But causal connections are 

sometimes very peculiar and unusual. To handle such cases, the conditions thus far 

provided will not suffice. And ·this leads Swain to consider some possible and actual 

counter examples. One is a Variation on the first of his examples. 

Suppose that S is looking into a field as before, and sees an 

object that he takes to be a sheep. And, as before, he hears 

bleating noises and is aware of sheep-like odors in the air. This 

time, he is not seeing a cement replica of a ship, but rather a 

very cleverly engineered television image of a sheep. . .. 

Moreover, the sheep whose image is being projected is off in 

some far corner of the field, where S cannot see it. We may 

suppose that S's evidential beliefs, etc., are in this case just as 

they were in the previous example. Of course, in this case, as in 

the previous example, s does not know that there is a sheep in 

the field. 13 

Swain uses another example which is a variation of his second example stated 

above. Smith (this proper nanie has been inserted by us) is about to blast a hole in the 

mountainside. He has checked the wiring, TNT, and other things carefully. However, 

this time, one of the wires connected to the TNT becomes severed. When the timer sets 

off the detonator, the explosion does occur. But it is because of a felicitous stroke of 

luck. The battery was strong enough to form the arc jumping the severed ends of the 

wire. Here is an unusual causal chain. Smith might have reasoned that the battery was 

powerful enough and TNT will explode. But he did not reason in that way, and h.is 
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justification is still sufficiently good to render it evident for him that the TNT would 

explode. Even so from the point of view of knowledge his justification is defective. 14 

These examples show us that the causal chain is vitiated by some true counter

evidence. We need some guarantee that the causal chain is unproblematic; we need to 

guarantee that the causal chains involved are roughly what one would expect them to 

be if one's evident is to provide one with knowledge. In each case, whether in the 

original or the reconstructed examples instituted by Swain the causal chains contain 

events such that the occurrence of that event is a source of special defeating 

counterevidence. "Moreover, this special counterevidence consists of certain 

statements that are true because of events in the unusual causal chains that have 

resulted in S 's evidential beliefs" .15 

In each case, there is a true recalcitrant piece of evidence, a "televised image of 

· the sheep in the first example and the broken connection between the TNT and the 

detonator of which Smith is unaware in the second example. To guarantee that the 

.causal chains are not peculiar is to scre.en out any events or series of events the 

occurrence of which is a source of special defeating counter example. In view of this 

Swain reformulates his fifth condition as follows: 

(v) There is no true statement q such that q in conjunction with S's evidence E 

fails to render p evident for S and such that q is true because of events in the causal 

chains referred to in (ivd). 

Swain's final set of conditions. stands thus: S has primary non-basic knowledge 

that p if and only if 

(i) p is true, 

(ii) S believes that p, 
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(iii) S' s justification for p renders p evident for S, 

(ivd) The causal chain leading to S's belief in e (i.e., the evidential beliefs) 

either, (a) contains"the events or state-of-affairs referred to by p, or (b) contains 

some other event or state-of-affairs, that is, in the context of the evidence 

possessed by S, either causally or logically sufficient for the occurrence of the 

state-of-affairs referred to by p, 

and 

(v) There is no true statement q such that q in conjunction with S's (total 

evidence) E, fails to render p evident for S, and such that q is true because of 

. events in the causal chains referred to in (ivd). This fulfills the need to 

guarantee that the causal chains :referred to m condition (ivd) IS 

unproblematic. 16 

In the conditions of (v) above, Swain has dropped the vague term 'special 

·defeating counter evidence' and states clearly that the causal chain should not contain 

any events such that their occurrence is a source of special defeating counter evidence. 

In his remarks concluding the paper, Swain observes that his analysis will be 

applicable not only to relatively simple cases but also to cases where the causal 

connection and the epistemic relations involved would be more complicated. In 

situations where we have knowledge of events, which occurred either long ago or far 

away, the causal connections between those events and our crucial evidence e will be 

considerably complex. But this need not prevent us from having knowledge unless the 

causal chains involve defeating evidence. Whether our justification is going to be 

defeated by such events depends on. the content and strength of our total evidential 
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belief The strength of our evidence to render some proposition evident without being 

defeated is determined by the nature of the causal chain. So, we can say that 

(1) the knowledge of specific events and states of affairs is a function of both 

causal and epistemic considerations, 

(2) the causal complexity and evidential strength are functiomi.lly related. 

Swain's analysis avoids the problem of correct reconstructions of the causal 

connection by eliminating the presence of any defeating counterevidence that is true in 

the causal chain. But his analysis is confined to primary non-basic knowledge, and 

·hence, leaves open the question how are we to explain knowledge of universal 

generalizations and other propositions which do not fit the causal framework. 

However, the more difficult problems facing Swain's proposal, lie elsewhere. These 

problems are brought out clearly in Paxon and Tolliver's commentaries on Swain's 

paper. We propose to discuss these in the sections to follow. 

II 

In his causal analysis of knowledge, Swain combines the justified true belief approach 

and the causat connection as conditions of knowledge.· Each is designed to correct the 

defect ofthe other. Thomas D. Paxon, Jr. 17 attacks the defeasibility clause, and shows 

the inadequacy of Swain's formulation of knowledge by referring to Swain's own 

example~ Paxon regards Swain's strategy to be too strong. In his article, "Prof. Swain's 

Account of KnQwledge" he raises initially the question "whether Swain's analysis is 

successful in employing the two sorts of analyses to correct the weaknesses of one 

another ... " 18 and then asks, "whether there are cases satisfying Prof. Swain's five 

conditions which we would not admit to be cases of primary non-basic knowledge" .19 
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PaX:on has stated all the five conditions of knowledge formulated by Swain. We 

are not going to state them over again to avoid repetition. Paxon also presents Swain's 

own example to show the inadequacy of his formulation of knowledge. The example 

referred to here is stated by Swain in this manner. We repeat it for our convenience- to 

understand Paxon's reading of it. 

Suppose to blast a hole in the mountainside Smith has planted TNT in the 

appropriate place and has wired the TNT to a detonator box. The detonator has a timer 

on it. Smith sets the timer on the timer box for 30 minuets and the explosion occurs on 

schedule. The first three conditions are then fulfilled. Further, there is a clear causal 

connection between the chain of events that caused us to have our. evidential belief, 

(that is, evidence for believing that the explosion will take place at time t30
), con~ins 

some event other than which is referred to by p (i.e., future explosion) which is 

causally sufficient for the explosion. 

Paxon maintains that the explosion will occur everything remaining the same. 

He imagines the possibility that the two wires running to the TNT somehow break and 

adds that the two ends fall into a small pool of water or a piece of steel and the circuit 

is completed once again as a matter of chance. Thus, we ·can say that Smith does not 

know that the explosion will occur, this evidence is defeated by a true statement q (the 

wire is broken), even though conditions (iv) and (v) are satisfied. Theq in conjunction 

with S's evide~ce E fails to render p evident for Smith. So, the conditions. (iv) and (v) 

in Swain's analysis without a ceteris paribus clause (clause to the effect that 

everything remaining the same) would be too severe. This is particularly necessary for 

(iv) for our knowledge of future events. But such a ceteris paribus reading of (iv) 

raises difficulty for (v) since it requires the defeating statement to be true as a result of 
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state of affairs which may not turn out to be causally sufficient for p (the TNT will 

'explode at t30
) given the state ofthe universe?0 Accordingly, Paxon seeks to substitute 

condition (v) by (6). The substituted condition is as follows: 

(u) There is no true statement 'q' (defeating statement) such that 'q' in conjunction 

with S's evidence E fails to render 'p' evident for Sand such that either 'q' is true 

because of events in the causal chains referred to in (iv) or because of events. in the 

causal chain actually yielding p. 21 

What does such a substitution take care of? According to Paxon, we· can now 

. count the breaking of the wire as an element in the causal chain which led to the 

occurrence ofp. But this reconstituted analysis is also too strong. 

Swain has claimed that "the defeasibility conditions can be replaced by 

conditions that refer to facts about the causal connection that obtains between a man's 

evidential beliefs and the events or states of affairs about which he has knowledge". 22 

Paxon develops his own counterexample to show that the defeating statement is true 

because of the causal chain leading to S's belief The importation of the causal 

conditions into an essentially justified true belief analysis has failed to save it. "It often 

seems clear", says Paxon, "that it is often causally possible that there be some 

'misleading counter-evidence that obtains because of the causal chains leading to S's 

belief in the evidence or those leading to the state of affairs to be known. If this is so, 
. . 

causal connections between the state of affairs designated by the defeating statement 

"q", and either S's belief in e or the state of affairs p no matter how carefully restricted, 

are not sufficient to guarantee the appropriate epistemic relation."23 

Paxon concludes that Swain's analysis is too strong. 
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m 

Joseph T. Tolliver24 has taken note of Marshall Swain's analysis of the concept of 

primary, non-basic knowledge according to which knowledge is gained only if certain 

causal relations obtain between a person's evidential beliefs and the event or state of 

.affairs known. He observes that Swain intends clause (v) in his definition of (K) to 

specify the conditions under which there might be 'special defeating counterevidence.' 

This functions as a defeasibility component in his analysis .ofknowled~e. 

What is. unacceptable to Tolliver in Swain's contention is that although 

according to Swain we do not want the causal chains involved to generate defeating 

counterevidence, Swain also says that these causal ·chains are the only source of 

possible counterevidence. A defeating counterevidence might have no genetic relation 

with the reasons for believing something. It may be independently true. The condition 

.(v) is too weak as it fails to exclude defeating counterevidence. And Tolliver decides to 

take issue with Swain's claim. He clarifies his position on the matter with the help of 

. an example: And we quote from him: 

Suppose S is a hunter of some experience who comes across 

some tracks on the ground. He is very good at discriminating 

tracks, and realizes that he has seen tracks like these, and 

discovered an animal at the end of them, that animal has been a 

deer. Let all this past observational evidence be part of S' s 

background evidence b. In virtue of b, S correctly believes that 

(h) One hundred percent of times when S has observed tracks 

like these have been times when S subsequently found deer at 

the end ofthem. 
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On the basis of b, h, and his current observations, S believes that 

(e) These tracks are deer tracks. 

He follows the tack, s and they eventually disappear into a thicket behind which 

he hears some noise. On the basis of these observations and e, S concludes that 

(p) The animal behind the thicket made these tracks and it is a deer. 25 

Tolliver says that this might not be the case. It might be possible that.there are 

a strange group of animals which leave tracks same as deer tracks and ninety-five 

percent of these tracks are made by these animals. Here we have a case where p is true, 

S believes that p, and S's evidence renders p evident for S. The causal chain leading to 

S's belief is sufficient for the occurrence of these states of affairs referred to by 'p', 

and there is no true statement q such that q in conjunction with S's evidence fails to 

render p evident for S and such that q is true because of events in the causal chains 

referred to in (ivd) of Swain's definition of(K). 

But S does not know that p, although S is clearly justified in believing p. The 

fact that in ninety-five percent cases the tracks which look like deer tracks are actually 

caused by these strange animals constitute defeating counterevidence to S' s 

justification. But the counterevidence is not true because of events in the causal chains 

as is reql1ired by clause (v). The causal chain is not the only source of possible 

defeating counterevidence. Hence clause (v) is too weak. 

IV 

The examples discussed by Paxon and Tolliver reveal an important distinction. When a 

person has evidence which justifies a belief, there will almost always _be some 

additional pieces of ·evidence, which the person does not possess. Sometimes 

fragments of such unpossessed evidence are such that if the person comes to have that 
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fragment as additional evidence, then his belief has no longer been justified. This 

defeat of justification by unpossessed evidence makes Swain26 propose some revisions 

to his previous theory. He in course of his revisions introduces certain new concepts to 

clarify his ideas. For this he calls any fragment of unpossessed evidence which defeats 

justification undermining counterevidence. But an important distinction has to be 

draWn. Any undermining counterevidence is not defeating. There may be some 

undermining counterevidence which S does not possess. This evidence even though 

.undermining need not defeatS's justification. This is shown by Paxon's example of a 

person who sees a sheep in the field. Some counterevidence is merely undermining or 

misleading while some other counterevidence is not only undermining but also 

defeating as is the case with Tolliver's example. The counterevidence, namely, that 

ninety five percent of the animal tracks which look like dear tracks are not made by 

· deers, not only undermines justification but defeats it too. Swain's previous theory 
. . 

fails to take into account this important distinction. He admits that both these examples 

go against the conditions put forth in KCJ (Knowledge, Causality and Justification)?1 

To rectify the situation, Swain introduces still another distinction. With respect 

to a particular justification, a distinction is to be made between a defective and a non-

defective causal chain. In his words: 

"Intuitively, a defective causal chain is one that provides 

un:dermining counterevidence, while a non-defective causal chain 

is one that does not provide such counterevidence. Hence, when I 

say that a causal chain is defective I mean that it is defective 

insofar as it plays a role in some epistemic situation; I do not 

mean that it is defective from the causal point ofview?8 
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Generally, when a causal chain occurs there will be possible alternative causal 

chains with respect to some specific event or state of affairs in the causal chain. Not 

every alternative to a causal chain is a significant one with respect to a particular 

justified belief. (i) C (causal chain) is significant alternative to a causal cl1.ain, say, 

X-Y (X causally leads to Y) and. (ii) if C had occurred instead of x-Y, then there 

would have been an event or state of affair u in c such that s would not be justified in 

believing that p if S were justified in believing that U occurred. Swain wishes to 

develop the idea that one way in which a causal chain can be defective, with respect to 

a justification, is that there be some alternative of this sort to that causal chain. Swain 

calls the alternatives of this sort significant alternative. 

To elucidate the idea of a casual chain which is a significant alternative, Swain 

refers to Goldman's example. Henry is driving through the countryside where he 

comes across a barn. We say that Henry perceives a barn. Now suppose that, unknown 

to Henry, there are papier-mache facsimiles. If Henry confronts one such copy-barn, he 

will have perceptual experiences similar to those when he sees a real barn. Hence, 

there are . alternatives to the causal chain p_,. Bse (S believes e). But are the 

alternatives significant? Does Henry know that there is a barn? Goldman avers that 

Henry does not know, and Swain's intuitions are on Goldman's side. But where there 

are many more barns than facsimiles, it is not objectively likely that one of the 

alternatives P -BSe should have occurred. If one is to pick at random from among 

relevantly similar cases, actual and possible, it is unlikely that one would pick a case in 

which the person in question was looking at a barn facsimile. The barn-case strongly 

suggests that the conditions explicated above are not necessary for significance of an 
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!llternative causal chain. Swain thus offers only a partial explication of the norm of 

significance. 

There is another unexplicated notion. It is the notion of a non-defective pseudo

over determinant. Towards the beginning of his paper Swain, in suggesting 

modification to his account of knowledge in KCJ, introduced the notion of non

defective pseudo-overdeterminant. He maintained that p is justified when there is some 

event or state of affairs H such that (i) there is a non-defective causal chain from H to 

BSe (S's believing that e) and (ii) H is non-defective pseudo-over determinant of P 

(the specific events or states of affairs referred to by p ). 

The question is: what is a pseudo-over determinant? 

There are two kinds of causal over determination, according to Swain. In his words: 

In any case of over-determination, two or more events or 

status of affairs are related to a single effect in such a way 

that, cetents paribus, if either of them alone had occurred, 

then the effect in question would still have occurred. When 

each of the over ·determining events is appropriately called a 

cause of the effect in question, we have genuine over 

determination. But, when one of the over determinants is not 

properly called a cause, then it is a pseudo-over 

29 . 
detrerminant. 

In his KCJ, Swain has given two examples of pseudo-over determination; one is 

the severed head case originally suggested by Skyrms, and the other case is the 

marriage example, wherein two people go through a wedding ceremony though they 

were already married. The "pseudo-over determinant, taken by itself is causally 
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sufficient, though not actually the cause in a certain situation. Generally; when one 

event X is a pseudo-over determinant of another event, Y, then there will be a non-

actual causal chain from X to Y which is an alternative to the actual causal chain W 

~ Y. This seems to mean that the genuine and the pseudo-over determinants may work 

together in some cases. In this sense, a potential causal chain, a pseudo-over-

determinant and a significant causal alternative - all these seem to bear the same 

meaning. 

Now, let us see what a defective pseudo-over determinant is. A pseudo-over 

determinant may be defective if its actual occurrence would have the actual causal 

chain defective with respect to S 's justifiably believing that p on the basis of e. 

To put it in the way Swain does: 

(DPO) For any event or state of affairs X and Y, X is a defective pseudo-over 

determinant of Y with respect to S' s justifiably believing that p on the basis of e iff: 

If X ~ Y had occurred, then the .causal chain X ~ Y would have been defective with 

respect to S 's justifiably believing that p on the basis of e. 

In the above, DPO means defective pseudo-over determinant and x~ Y means non-

actual causal chain. 
. . 

Swain, after all these elaborate discussions on causal analysis, admits at a later 

paper: "I am now convinced that this approach to the problem of knowledge is the 

correct one"30
. The context of this remark is analysis of knowledge purely in terms of 

defeasibility. The distinction between prima facie and absolute justification is 

dependent· on a clear notion of d.efeasibility. We have already .said that Swain never 

completely abandoned reference to the causal ancestries of the subject's reason states. 

But the 'causal account of knowledge' is not suggested as a competitor of the 
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'defeasibility' vtew; rather, it ts suggested as a refinement of the 'defeasibility 

analysis.' 

We may recall that both Goldman and Swain attempt to account for knowledge 

by reference to causal antecedents of the belief that p (Goldman) or the reasons one has 

for believing that p (Swain). And ·both of them utilize counterfactual considerations 

concerning the manner in which the subject's beliefs or reasons would have been 

affected by different causal antecedents.31 
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